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INTRODUCTION

On May 10, 1955, young graduate students Albert Elsasser and James Bennyhoff

recorded CA-Sis-266 (formerly designated CA-Sis-263) "Near SW end of Sheep Rock,

separated from Sheep Rock proper by a small ravine" (Figure 1). The site was

discovered as part of a general reconnaissance of Shasta Valley undertaken by the

Archaeological Research Facility of the University of California, Berkeley under the

overall direction of Robert Heizer. The site was further described as a small rock

shelter, under which was a thin dark midden soil. The area of the shelter was given as

10 feet by 12 feet with a deposit approximately 18 inches deep. Artifacts recovered by

private collectors included a white agate projectile point about 3 cm in length, a

side-notched obsidian point base, and juniper seed beads.

Since this site was apparently situated on lands administered by the Bureau of Land
Management (BLM) and appeared to have research value, the author decided to

investigate this location to assess management options. The site, or a nearby site (since

locational information was vague and the site discussed here appears larger and on a

talus slope at the base of Sheep Rock), was relocated in 1982. The CA-Sis-266

designation has been retained for this excavated site. Ultimate correlation of the sites,

if there are two, must await another day. A very large "pothunters" pit was situated in

the center of the shelter deposit (Figure 2c). This shelter is 8 m in length and 6 m in

width.

Because of the site's potential National Register of Historic Places significance and

due to illegal excavations of an unknown date, a decision was made by the author to

determine the research value of the remaining deposit through limited testing. Addi-

tionally, a general reconnaissance of the flats below (Figure 2a) was performed. Field

work was undertaken in June of 1982.

Reporting on BLM test excavations and supplemental surveys fulfills the obligations

of the professional archaeologist to make easily available to interested parties the

results of work performed. The data gathered during the test phase failed to meet

expectations of perishables and a rich deposit. Nevertheless, there is limited informa-

tion from the shelter excavation which is useful in furthering our understanding of

Shasta Valley prehistory, especially when this information is combined with other

studies.

The collection from field work is temporarily housed with BLM in Redding. Per-

manent curation is scheduled for the Siskiyou County Museum.
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LOCAL ENVIRONMENT

Sheep Rock Shelter is situated near the southeast end of Shasta Valley at an elevation

of approximately 4100 feet (1250 m) (Figure 1). Shasta Valley is an intermontane basin

formed on its eastern side by volcanic features of the Cascade Range. Mount Shasta is

the dominant feature visible from the Valley. But just to the north is prominent Sheep
Rock where beds of coarse andesitic tuff-breccia, composed of angular and subangular

blocks up to 4 feet (1.2 m) across in a tufaceous matrix, reach a thickness of 1600 feet

(488 m) (Williams 1949:23). Sheep Rock itself reaches a height of 1700 feet (518 m)
above the valley floor.

The exogene cave of CA-Sis-266 was formed when a large boulder mass slipped

downhill from the main mountain block and settled near the southerly base of the

mountain (Figure 2a). A southerly facing cavity with a nearly horizontal floor (Figures

2b, 2c) provided shelter to the prehistoric inhabitants. A spring and intermittent stream

lie less than 400 m to the south.

Shasta Valley is within a Mediterranean climate zone with winter dominant precipita-

tion. There are about 130 days in the growing season, between May and early Fall.

According to Mack (1960:11), the wet season lasts from October to April when
temperatures are at their lowest. The mean annual temperature at Yreka, located in

the northerly end of the Valley, is 51.5 degrees F. Winter averages about 41 degrees F
and summer 62 degrees F. January, the coldest month, averages 33.6 degrees F while

July, at the other extreme, averages 71.5 degrees F. The annual precipitation for

Edgewood, at the south end of the Valley, for the period 1888-1889 to 1914-1915,

averaged 20.42 inches (519 mm) (Mack 1960:13). Snowfall in the Valley is occasional.

Local vegetation consists of ponderosa pine (
Pinns ponderosa) . a recent grassland

invasion ofjuniper Ouniperus occidentalis m with an understory of shrubs and grass (cf.

Burkhardt and Tisdale 1976) (Figure 2a). These species include bitterbrush (Purshia

tridentataV manzanita (Arctostaphylos sp. ). rabbitbrush (Chrysothamus naseousus),

sage (Altemisia trident.ata
) T

rye grass (Elymus sp.), and wheat grass (Agropyron

spicatum ). The location is generally at an ecotone between Valley and Cascade

vegetation communities.

Animals of the region were quite diverse at the time of occupation. Ethnographic

food animals present included deer (
Odocoileus hemiomis ). mountain sheep (Ovis

canadensis ), wood rats (Neotoma sp.), ground squirrel (
Otospermophilus heecheyO.

hares (Lepus californicus ). rabbits (Sylvilagus hachmani ). and quail (Lophortyxcalifor-

nkiis). No detailed listing of plants and animals found in the region is presented. The

reader is referred to listings offered by other regional researchers (cf. Slettleland

1984:11-6, II-7, and Nilsson 1985a:239-241).



FIGURE 2

a. View southerly from Sheep Rock Shelter toward Shasta Valley and Juniper Flat.

Note extensive juniper invasion.

b. Archaeologist Clark Brott at Sheep Rock Shelter entrance. View is towards the

west.

c. Center of Sheep Rock Shelter illustrating large looter's hole in deposit.
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ETHNOGRAPHY

A detailed ethnographic review for this document would only repeat what has been

completed before by numerous workers (cf. Silver 1978; McDonald 1979; Slettleland

1984; and Nilsson 1985a, 1985b). However, a few comments are pertinent to the

excavations and interpretations as the ethnographies provide a baseline for comparing

and contrasting what is recovered and observed archaeologically.

There is some question whether Sheep Rock falls within the historic territory of the

Hokan-speaking Shasta or the Penutian-speaking Modoc. Most ethnographers put the

boundary at the Cascade Range crest, more or less across Sheep Rock, anchored on

the southern end by Mount Shasta. But there are discrepancies in the accounts (cf.

Nilsson 1985a:35-36). As the "crest" apparently represented an area of seasonal,

peripheral exploitation and since tribal boundaries often were not rigid, both groups

may have used the Sheep Rock area during late prehistoric-early historic times. In any

case, earlier group exploitation is as yet poorly defined.

In an ethnographic overview completed for BLM and the Forest Service by

Theodoratus Cultural Research, Inc. (1984: 186-187), two references are made to Sheep

Rock. The report states that "According to (Shasta) consultants, this general area was

used much by the Shasta for temporary camps. The Shasta hunted and gathered such

plant materials as epos in the general vicinity." The authors also note that the Shasta

village of Kwits-sahts-sah-wish is located at a spring at Sheep Rock. The village is

named after Sheep Rock (Kwits-sarri (also see Merriam 1976:50; Heizer and Hester

1970:130, #148).

In examining the Shasta (cf. Dixon 1907; Holt 1946), we see that subsistence focused

on the acorn, tubers, roots, nuts, berries and various seeds, salmon, deer, mountain

sheep, bear, antelope, rabbit, quail and small animals. Group or sub-group movement
was practiced to take advantage of seasonal and areal variations in foodstuff availability.

Winter villages in Shasta Valley were located at the Valley edge where a stream exited

the mountains. In the spring residences were moved to river bank locations, as along

the Shasta and Little Shasta rivers, where salmon and other resources were available.

Among the Modoc (cf. Ray 1963), subsistence practices were based primarily on a

lacustrine adaptation with a diet that included fish, waterfowl, aquatic plants, roots,

tubers, and grass seeds. Terrestrial mammal hunting was practiced, but it was secon-

dary. Like the Shasta, the Modoc practiced a well-scheduled annual subsistence-set-

tlement round. Winter villages and spring and summer camps were lacustrine and

stream oriented. But in the early fall camps were moved to the high country where

women gathered berries and seeds, and men hunted large mammals.



For the Shasta, hunting, while year-round, was dominant in the spring and summer.

While men engaged in hunting, women collected a wide variety of plant foods. (This

was the case among the Modoc as well.) When acorns became ripe in the fall following

the salmon runs, settlement shifted to the oak groves.

Technology at the time of contact included, among many items, the bow and arrow,

baskets, harpoons, digging sticks, hopper mortars and cylindrical pestles (Shasta), two

horned mullers (Modoc), shell ornamentation, and various flaked stone tools, primarily

of obsidian. Bone and antler were used for scrapers, awls, wedges, arrowhead flakers,

salmon gigs, etc. Inter- and intra-group trade was prevalent, especially where shell and

obsidian were involved. However, as summarized by Nilsson (1985:3 1), the Modoc and

Shasta were generally on unfriendly terms.

Structures among the Modoc were semi-subterranean earth lodges, while circular and

rectangular bark or board dwellings were favored by the Shasta. Among both groups

there were shamans and usually a hereditary chief. Tribal unity was especially impor-

tant among Modoc peoples. Status and wealth accumulations and "loose" class divisions

were known for the Shasta. For both groups, mythology, religion, and ritual were

relatively simple. Sacred places often were related to unusual geologic features or

prominent landforms and springs, and were often tied to mythology.

The Shasta and Modoc were first contacted by Euro-Americans during the 1820s by

Hudson Bay Company fur trappers. A camp of the Hudson Bay Company was located

at a spring on the west end of Sheep Rock (cf. McDonald 1979:55), and historically a

major route passed by the base of Sheep Rock (cf. McDonald 1979:56).

The ethnography needs consideration when reviewing the archaeological remains

from Sheep Rock Shelter and vicinity, especially with regard to the prehistoric technol-

ogy and ecological data. Such data especially provide insights to past subsistence, trade

and local demography-settlement.



RESEARCH CONSIDERATIONS

No formal research design was prepared prior to the testing of the rockshelter. The
principal aims of the limited testing were to: (1) determine if apparent undisturbed

deposits in fact retained integrity; (2) assess the content and complexity of the deposit

in order to determine if perishables and time markers were here, and if the deposit was

stratified; (3) identify if intact deposits were present, and to see what could be learned

from limited recovered remains about local settlement and subsistence, culture history,

trade-exchange, technology, and other aspects of the prehistoric users; and (4) judge

what additional data might be present in and near the shelter and what could be learned

from this data about prehistoric occupation and lifeways. The site record and site

review suggested that we were dealing with a small, limited use or special use shelter

tied in with apparent broader activities over the immediate area of Sheep Rock. The
vague projectile point and juniper seed beads description on the site record suggested

that use of the shelter was late prehistoric, both proposals posed informally as

hypotheses to be tested.

The testing was also undertaken to determine the stability ofthe deposits and the value

ofvarious management actions such as barricading the shelter entrance or covering the

deposit with screen and gravels, or taking other measures to deter vandals. (Other than

signing and monitoring no other management actions have been implemented to date.)

FIELD METHODS
A site datum (metal rod) was established well outside what appeared to be the main

deposit, but still close enough to be visible and useful. From this datum true north-

south and east-west lines were established and stakes placed every one or two meters.

These baseline stakes also were used as reference points for site mapping. Mapping
was accomplished with a staff compass, tape measure, and line level (see Figures 3, 4,

and 5).

The two excavated units measured one meter on a side. One unit (A) was arbitrarily

placed in an undisturbed area within the drip line near the location of a large boulder

that had fallen from the roof sometime during or, more likely, prior to occupation. The
second unit (B) was placed at a distance from the first unit near the lower shelter

entrance (lip) primarily within the dripline and partially within a large "pothole".

Backdirt from pothunting had to be removed before excavation could commence.
Unit excavation was conducted in arbitrary 10 cm levels using a line level in reference

to the highest unit corner. Both units had inclined floors which created some problems

in using this technique. For instance, in Unit A there was nearly 40 cm in difference

between upper and lower corners. Midden was excavated with a trowel and

10



whiskbroom into a dustpan and then into buckets where it was passed through 1/8 inch

mesh screen situated outside the cave entrance. All cultural material was saved in film

canisters or placed in the labeled paper bags. In addition, much of the pothunters'

backdirt from the unauthorized pit was screened.

Field notes concerning the general operation and detailed level and feature records

were maintained. Profiles of one wall of each unit were completed. The wall with least

visible disturbance that best exemplified the stratigraphy was selected. Soil samples

were collected from the walls in 5cm x 5cm blocks and from a hearth recorded as the

only feature within the site.

A general walkabout was undertaken in the vicinity, along the Sheep Rock escarpment

(nothing cultural noted) and on the flats and slope in front of the shelter. Scattered

flakes and projectile points occur in this area with a smaller shelter and midden noted

adjoining the spring. Rumor has it that a shelter somewhere on Sheep Rock is being

plundered for its sandals, basketry, and other perishables. This shelter, or the true

circumstances regarding it, have not been determined.

11
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FIGURE 4
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FIGURE 5
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SOIL-SEDIMENTS

The cultural deposit is both within the shelter dripline but also outside forming

portions of the shelter apron. The horizontal extent of the midden could not be

determined because of rock fall and colluvial masking (see Figure 3). It probably does

not extend very far downslope due to steepness and erosion.

Table 1 presents a number of characteristics for some of the unit levels. Unit A was

excavated to a depth of 60 cm and Unit B to a depth of 50 cm. Top levels were loose,

becoming soft with depth. All levels were stony, and gravels and cobbles increased

within basal levels, mostly from roof fall and bedrock decomposition.

A stratigraphic break was evident in Unit A at 50 cm where soil color changed from

dark grayish brown (10YR 4/2-dry) to a yellowish brown (10YR 5/4-dry) with the

boundary between strata clear and slightly wavy. Texture became sandy and the

beforementioned rock and gravel content increased. There were also indications that

this sterile basal level was being approached in Unit B where cultural deposits were not

completely excavated.

Rodent disturbance is apparent in the shelter. A woodrat den is evident within a rear

alcove, and several small rodent bones within the midden could be the remains of

burrowing animals. No krotovina in the excavation units were noticed, however.

Additionally, insect remains were encountered within the sediments.

Based on the soil-sediment analysis, the deposit can be characterized as moderately

disturbed by natural processes (roots, insects, burrowing animals, roof fall, possible

eolian deposition, and sheetwash and minor colluviation action from upslope through

a small gap in the rocks [see Figure 3] onto the shelter floor and downslope on the

shelter apron). There is a surface horizon, including the rootlet zone, with probable

post-occupation sedimentation of a minor extent that has been mixed with cultural

deposits. Below this horizon is the main cultural deposit (mixed cultural remains and

natural sediments), and a basal horizon, the original deposit upon which human
activities became centered. Subsequent bioturbation has lead to some incorporation

of human remains in this horizon (see Figures 6b and 6c).

15
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FIRE AFFECTED/FIRE CRACKED
ROCKS

Some attention was paid during excavation to the recovery of fire affected or fire

cracked rocks. They do occur in the deposit, but there were problems in their field

determination. The confusion was due to the presence of much roof-fall, cobbles that

have been naturally cracked and/or smoke blackened from fires (or accreted with dark

salts) while still on the roof (see Figures 6a, 6b and 6c).

In the level records, their presence was noted to the extent possible considering each

excavator/screener's experience. In Unit A, none are listed until the 30-40 cm level

where "several" are noted. In the 40-50 cm level, "small pebbles are fire cracked" is

listed, and in the 50-60 cm level a "fire broken rock concentration in SW corner" is

noted. In Unit B only in the 20-30 cm level notes is there a remark that there are over

20 fire fractured and stained cobbles. Based on my field estimation, this is probably

the most accurate reflection of level content in the main cultural stratum. From this

incomplete evidence, I would hazard a guess that there was some cooking using cobble

ovens and/or cooking stones in baskets.

17



FIGURE 6

a. View to south of excavation units in Sheep Rock Shelter. Unit A is in foreground;

Unit B in the background. Note in all photos in this figure the piles of cobbles removed

from units during the excavation process and the cobbles at basal levels of units.

b. Completed excavation of Unit A, view to the north. Note lighter, very rocky deposit

underlying midden.

c. Completed excavation of Unit B. Note root disturbance and high rock content.
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Pictographs from CA-Sis-22 ( Reproduced from Robert Heizer and William

Clewlow's Prehistoric Rock Art of California 1973)
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FLAKED STONE ARTIFACTS

The paucity of flaked stone artifacts, both from the excavation units and from the

screened backdirt of the looters, was unexpected in an area where hunting, game
processing, and tool maintenance were presumed important. There is no reason to

suspect that the test units were in peripheral deposits considering the debitage that was

recovered and the presence of a hearth. However, the large pothole appeared to be in

the site's core area (Figure 2c).

Projectile Points

Two obsidian projectile points were recovered within the shelter, neither within

excavated units. Specimen 144-3 (Figure 7a) was found on the surface at the back end

of the shelter. This point may be from the Elko series, side-notched or corner-notched

variety (cf. Sampson 1985:Fig. 13-19 and Fig. 13-28; Nilsson 1987:Fig. 3), but could be

a Siskiyou Side-Notched point (Mack 1979:275-277, Plate XXXVIm-t; Sampson
1985:Figs. 13-18). In the central Great Basin, Elkos have been dated between 1300

B.C. and A.D. 700 (Thomas 1983). Within northeastern California at the Nightfire

Island Site, Hughes (1986:137) suggests a temporal span of 1350 B.C.-A.D. 250 for Elko

series points. At the Ager sites, Nilsson (1987) places Elkos in her Component I,

provisionally dated from 2000 B.C. to A.D. 300/700. Sampson (1985:320) posits a date

of ca. 3000 B.C. to 300 B.C., perhaps even to A.D. 700, for the Siskiyou Side-Notched

type. Its temporal overlap with Elko suggests that the two types could be variations in

rejuvenation on a common mold (cf. Flenniken and Wilke 1989).

The recovered specimen is 3.16 cm long, 1.87 cm wide, 0.39 cm thick, 0.76 cm wide at

the neck, and weighs 1.8 gms. Surprisingly, no hydration band was evident on this

specimen. (All sourced obsidian is from the Grasshopper Flat/Lost Iron Well/Red

Switchback locality.)

The second specimen, 144-12, was recovered within the backdirt from the site looters

(Figure 7b). This small foliate or leaf-shaped "point" was manufactured on a keeled

blade flake. The keeled side has been retouched, generally quite steeply and with

subsequent crushing from apparent use. As such, this small artifact may have actually

served as a small scraper. This specimen appears too small for Baumhoff's (1982:14)

McKee Uniface type, dated around 4000 years ago. This specimen may fit with

Sampson's (1985:Fig. 13-9) Gold Hill Leaf points at the lower size range or within his

Unifacial Points (1985:339. Fig. 13-35d, e). Such specimens in Sampson's scheme cover

a wide time span, from recent prehistoric back 5000 years or so (1985:Fig. 4-1; 13-39).

The Ager III sites (CA-Sis-331 and CA-Sis-332) in the north Shasta Valley include small

foliate points much like this point which date to the late prehistoric period (ca. A.D.

21



300 to Historic) (Elena Nilsson, personal communication 1989). Hughes (1986:126)

has commented on the lack of time sensitivity for such points. The foliate weighs 1.6

gms and is 2.35 cm long, 1.42 cm wide, and 0.42 cm thick.

A third point, 144-5 (Fig. 7c), was recovered within 50 m of a nearby spring on the

hillside, probably lost or discarded during a hunting episode. The tip and base, possibly

a thin stem, have been broken so that it cannot be typed definitely. The barbs and size

(2.9 cm long-estimate, 2. 15 cm wide, 0.42 cm thick, and 1.9 gms-estimate) are suggestive

of an Elko Eared point. An obsidian hydration reading of 3.4 microns was obtained,

perhaps beyond the Gunther Barbed range in this area (cf. Jensen and Farber

1982:105). This reading may be consistent with an Elko interpretation. However, the

point could just a well be a large barbed/stemmed form or other type. On the flats

below the shelter several other point fragments, not identifiable, were recovered

(144-13) or noted. These are not illustrated.

Bifaces

An obsidian biface fragment (144-2) was recovered from awoodrat den at the backside

of the shelter (Figure 7d). This fragment is 3.46 cm long, 2.02 cm wide, and 0.7 cm
thick. There is a possibility this tabular piece was utilized, as one obtuse straight edge

exhibits considerable unifacial nibbling. An obsidian hydration reading from this

specimen is 3.0 microns.

A second biface fragment (144-8) was found within the 30-40 cm level of Unit B. This

tabular fragment is 0.43 cm thick. An obsidian hydration reading of 2.6 microns was

obtained.

A large biface midsection (144-14) was recovered on the flat about 150 m below the

shelter. This fragment is 3.12 cm in width and 0.68 cm in thickness.

Drill Tip

A very small tip of what appears to be a bifacially worked red obsidian drill was

removed from the pothunter's backdirt.

Utilized Flakes

Two utilized obsidian flakes were recovered in the excavation units. Specimen 144-1

was found in the 20-30 cm level of Unit B. This is apparently a large flake removed

from an older biface as two differing obsidian hydration readings were obtained from

the non-utilized edge. These readings are 2.5 and 3.4 microns. The nibbled-utilized

edge is short and straight.

The second specimen (144-7) is illustrated in Figure 7e. This could be a biface chunk

with unifacial edge flaking forming a straight acute cutting surface. The artifact is 2.36

cm in length, 1.14 cm wide, and 0.68 cm thick. It was recovered in Unit A at a depth of

20-30 cm. The obsidian hydration reading on this specimen is one of the largest, 5.3

microns.
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Figure 7

a. 144-3 Obsidian projectile point (Elko series or Siskiyou Side-Notched). All

drawings are actual size.

b. 144-12 Obsidian foliate.

c. 144-5 Obsidian projectile point, type uncertain.

d. 144-2 Obsidian biface fragment.

e. 144-7 Obsidian utilized chunk or biface fragment.

f. 144-16 Obsidian reworked biface tool.

g. 144-18 Artiodactyla metatarsal awl.
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Miscellaneous

A reworked biface (144-16) was found on the flat below the shelter (Figure 7f). On
one end there is what appears to be a broken drill bit, or perhaps a thin stem for hafting.

The opposite end is thinned and nearly straight, with nibbling, perhaps from hafting or

use. This item is 2.63 cm long, 1.2 cm wide, and 0.52 cm thick. The artifact weighs 1.55

gms.
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DEBITAGE

The 366 pieces of debitage (228 from the units) are almost exclusively obsidian with

only two of chalcedony, one of chert, and one of basalt. Harvey Crew (Appendix 1) has

presented a discussion of the debitage from UnitA and the surface, which he has found

is indicative of resharpening projectile points (and possibly other small tools). Several

of the larger flakes (144-4, 144-6, 144-9) were not available to Dr. Crew during his

analysis (as they were undergoing obsidian studies), nor were the few flaked stone

artifacts previously discussed. The three flakes are all moderate size (2.1-3.4 cm length)

interior flakes. In addition, there are two similar sized utilized flakes and two biface

fragments. These items suggest very limited biface manufacture or modification.

Obsidian studies and distribution of flaked stone items (Table 5) suggest similar flaking

activities throughout the occupational sequence.

An examination of Table 5 in Appendix 1 demonstrates the presence of a few flakes

near the surface with a drop-off toward the base. No significant differences in counts

are apparent between units. A perusal of the debitage also suggests there are no

apparent differences in categories within or between units.
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BONEAWL

In the rear of the rockshelter within a woodrat's den was discovered a bone awl,

possibly part of a cache (Fig. 7g) or an item brought to the nest by the woodrat. The
awl (144-18) is formed from the distal end of an artiodactyla metatarsal. The metatarsal

was spirally fractured and the elongate splintered portions then worked to a point. The
tip is polished with faint indications (lateral grooving) of a twirling motion, as from

basket manufacture or sewing-perforating activities. The awl is 12.9 cm long, 2.8 cm
wide, and 18.5 cm thick.
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MILLING TOOLS

Two andesite milling tools were recovered from the surface of Sheep Rock Shelter.

Neither exhibits much use. Specimen 144-10 is a flat slab resembling a trapezium in

outline. It is 27.4 cm long, 16.0 cm wide, and 9.0 cm thick (Figure 8). The slab exhibits

minimal unifacial grinding and four, possibly five, shallow, parallel grooves (0.85 cm
wide and 1 mm deep) that run diagonal across the surface. There is some battering

along the upper edges (which slant inward), probably not from shaping but from

chopping or pounding. The "grooves" may be for tool abrading and smoothing. They
might also represent a design pecked onto the surface for unknown purposes. They do

not appear to be natural grooves, as from glacial scour, downslope movement wear, etc.

They are simply too regular and evenly spaced.

Specimen 144-11 is an unshaped slab, triangular in outline, with a shallow smooth

basin top (Figure 9). This 2 cm deep basin exhibits minimal grinding over much of the

surface as well as an irregular, almost circular darker area within the center. This darker

area is probably the result of more recent grinding, possibly with a hopper basket. The
area is about 11 cm across. The entire artifact is 34 cm in length, 26.5 cm in width, and

14.3 cm thick.
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FIGURE 8

Andesite slab (144-10) exhibiting faint traces of milling and abraded or pecked shallow

grooves. Illustration is just over 1/2 actual size. True length of specimen is 27.4 cm.
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FIGURE 8
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FIGURE 9

Andesite milling slab (144-11) showing weak evidence of both metate and hopper

mortar use. Illustration is 1/3 actual size. True length of specimen is 34 cm.
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SEED ANALYSIS

Eighteen seeds of probable cultural affiliation were recovered. They are considered

potentially cultural because they have been burnt or are exotic to the immediate area

today. However, this contention leaves some room for doubt since woodrats could have

brought these into the shelter. The seeds then may have become burnt by proximity to

later hearths. (A sample from the 40-50 cm level of Unit B was floated but was not

sorted). It is difficult to come to any firm conclusions with such a small sample. Four

species are present: bitterbrush, juniper, Jeffrey pine, and apricot, the latter probably

an introduction from pothunters (Table 2).

Jeffrey pine nuts were undoubtedly eaten. Juniper berries could be eaten fresh or

dried and pounded into a flour (cf. Garth 1953:139), but were probably a very small

part of the diet, if they played any part at all. In any event, seed remains (and milling

tools) suggest at the very least some hard seed processing of local products. (Obviously

milling slabs could have been used for a number of other pounding-grinding activities).

Donald Bateman (BLM Range Conservationist) (personal communication 1984)

looked at the seed and other macro-floral remains (but not the floated material),

primarily from the hearth, and suggested the fire was used possibly for warming

sometime in the winter through early spring months. Bateman based his conclusion on

the small number of seeds evident in the hearth. Also, the long slender particles in the

hearth are probablyjuniper leaves. Very few seeds are present on juniper sprays during

winter and early spring.
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PALYNOLOGY

A sediment sample was taken from a hearth in Unit B in the hopes of undertaking

palynological studies that might reveal subsistence information. The sample was

submitted to Dr. James West of Brienes, West and Schulz for analysis (Appendix 2).

The results are not too illuminating, especially considering that only one sample is

involved (Table 6). The consequences, however, do point out that there is good pollen

preservation in shelter hearths in the region and that this approach has possibilities.

The pine pollen clumps from the hearth are suggestive of spring activities. This is in

general accord with Bateman's conclusion of a winter-early spring use of the hearth

based on low juniper seed content.
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FAUNAL ANALYSIS

Few recognizable faunal remains were recovered (Table 3). Of the 56 fragments only

Rodentia and Artiodactyla are identifiable. Most of the unidentifiable pieces are long

bone shaft fragments of large mammals.
The recovered pieces were characterized by their degree ofburning according to three

categories (unburned, partially burned, and calcined). A high number of fragments

were partially burned or totally calcined. Five of these were in the hearth feature within

Unit B. Such heavy burning more likely represents bones that were tossed into the fire

or that were within the trash deposit and came into contact with the hearth.

The inadequate evidence suggests that Cervidae hunting (deer, pronghorned antelope

and/or mountain sheep) and consumption were practiced at this location. Environ-

mentally, there is habitat close at hand for all three genera, and this factor may have

contributed predominantly to human presence at this location.
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HEARTH

The only feature encountered during the excavation was a portion of one or more fire

hearths located in the southeast and southwest portions of Unit B between 30 and 40

cm. Whether these connect in the adjoining unit is uncertain. If so, the feature

diameter exceeds 1 m. Otherwise, each is at least 35 and 50 cm in diameter, respec-

tively.

The composition of these fire hearths is loose gray ash and scattered charcoal. A few

fire cracked and fire affected rocks were associated as well, but not to the extent that

the feature could be labeled an intact rock oven. Their association, in fact, could be

fortuitous. As previously noted, bone and seed remains were present within the

hearth(s). Charcoal from this feature produced a radiocarbon date of 1235 B.P. (Ap-

pendix 5). There seems little doubt that this hearth or hearths was utilitarian, used for

cooking and perhaps warming.
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OBSIDIAN SOURCING

In the sourcing analysis of a sample of 10 obsidian artifacts from Sheep Rock Shelter,

all but one specimen submitted are from one locality (Appendix 3). This is the

Grasshopper Flat/Lost Iron Well/Red Switchback geochemical type (hereafter Gras-

shopper) in the Medicine Lake Highland volcanic field about 26 miles (42 km) to the

east. This, not surprisingly, is the closest source. A drill tip of red obsidian from the

vandal's backdirt was not identifiable because of its small size and limited counting time

(see Appendix 3). Red obsidian, however, does occur in the Medicine Lake Highland

volcanic field (cf. Hughes 1986:301).

What is noteworthy is the absence of Glass Mountain obsidian that occurs in the same

vicinity. This particular source is probably not older than 1000 years (Hughes

1982:182). This is in concordance with the radiocarbon and obsidian hydration dating

results subsequently discussed.

The proximity of the obsidian source to this site vicinity strongly suggests that these

individuals had easy access to the field, although most stages in the reduction process

were clearly carried out elsewhere, probably closer to the source and at major encamp-

ments.
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OBSIDIAN
HYDRATION-RADIOCARBON DATING

Nine obsidian specimens from Sheep Rock Shelter and its immediate vicinity were

submitted for hydration. The technique employed and results are discussed and listed

in Appendix 4 by R. J. Jackson. Both flakes and artifacts were analyzed in an attempt

to overcome the "heirloom" factor, that is curating specimens for a long period of time

or picking up older items. The assumption is that nondescript flakes more likely

represent on-site manufacture refuse. (The double band on one utilized flake does

suggest probable reuse of one older obsidian piece).

The results indicate a range of 2.5 to 5.4 microns with what may be a significant gap

between 3.8 and 5.3 microns. The single specimen (point) from the flat below (144-5)

has a reading of 3.4 microns agreeing with a number of the more recent shelter readings

(microenvironmental differences aside). Together, these nine readings have a mean of

3.6 microns with a standard deviation of 1.01. A similar range of readings for this

geochemical type of obsidian was obtained by Nilsson (1987:116) from CA-Sis-154, a

multi-component site in north Shasta Valley. Winthrop and Gray (1985:16) note a

longer range (0.8-4.9 microns) for Fish Spring (CA-Sis-425) about 10 miles to the north.

However, 86% (n = 25) of the specimens measure between approximately 0.8 and 2.8

microns, suggesting a dominant late period occupation. At CA-Sis-900 (Meek Site)

within the northern reaches of Shasta Valley, Nilsson et al. (1987:121) found a com-

parable range (1.0-4.2 microns) for Grasshopper obsidian artifacts. However, the

thrust of site use was late prehistoric based on the more reliable, lower micron readings

and other information. Finally, Sundahl and Clewett (1988:41) obtained results on

Grasshopper obsidian specimens from CA-Sis-888 at Meiss Lake with a range between

3.7 and 6.1 microns and a mean of 4.9 microns. All these locations are environmentally

similar, discounting shelter effects.

With two somewhat isolated readings at 5.3 and 5.4 microns, there is a strong hint of

an earlier occupation, a fact not lost to Jackson (Appendix 4). These readings may
represent a coeval use with a segment of CA-Sis-888 occupation. Since Jackson's

report, there have been a number of revealing obsidian studies. One of the most

important is that of Basgall and Hildebrandt (1987) for the Sacramento River Canyon.

Their comparison with the results from Nightfire Island (Sampson 1985) provide a good

basis for evaluating the results here, a site between these localities. Basgall and

Hildebrandt (1987:Figure 22) have developed hydration curves for Grasshopper ob-

sidian for these two localities. CA-Sis-266 hydration values may fall somewhere in the

vicinity of these two curves because of general environmental similarity, the result of
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the somewhat protected rockshelter compensating for rainfall-temperature differen-

ces. Two radiocarbon dates, one from the shelter, provide a further comparative base.

A single C-14 date was secured from the Sheep Rock Shelter. A sample of charcoal

from the hearth in Unit B was submitted to the Center for Applied Isotope Studies,

University of Georgia (see Appendix 5). The resulting determination was 1235 +/- 60

B.P. (no correction factors applied). Two obsidian hydration readings from artifacts

within this 30-40 cm level are 2.6 and 5.4 microns. As a 3.8 micron reading from the

next level was obtained, the higher reading may be from an older specimen sub-

sequently thinned, or a displaced artifact, and the 2.6 micron reading seems more in

line. As previously discussed, however, site disturbance factors have been moderately

extensive. Additionally, there is a Radiocarbon reading from CA-Sis-833 (with a

similar environment) of 1085 +/- 130 B.P. (Krueger Enterprises, Geochron Lab)

(Slettleland 1984:V16). A Grasshopper obsidian artifact in association has a reading

of 2.2 microns.

When the two Radiocarbon dates and associated hydration readings are imposed on

Basgall and Hildebrandt's curves, they correspond most closely with the curve for the

Sacramento River Canyon, an "open" area of higher rainfall and mean annual tempera-

ture. The protected rockshelter environment overall may produce similar hydration

rates to the Canyon. This, of course, would have to be proven empirically. But for

purposes of this exercise, they are most cautiously assumed to be approximate.

Nilsson's (1985b:77) linear rate of 1000 calendar years per micron for Grasshopper

obsidian from Shasta Valley (based also on C-14 and micron association) does not seem

to fit this situation.

In looking at the micron/age equivalents for the Sacramento River Canyon curve, the

C-14 date, and the projectile points, use of Sheep Rock Shelter may have terminated

sometime around A.D. 750. Use occurred predominantly between this time and

around 2500 years ago. The higher micron readings are not in line stratigraphically

with the other readings, disturbance factors aside. They could represent reworked tools

within this same time frame or could indicate an earlier episode of more limited shelter

use about 4500 years ago. This would suggest a hiatus of about 2000 years, between

approximately 2500 and 4500 years ago. However, the data are simply lacking to be

very secure in this proposal.
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CONCLUSIONS

Sheep Rock Shelter probably represents a seasonal special use location for one or two

families. The location apparently was occupied during pre-Siskiyou Pattern times (cf.

Connolly 1988), during an age roughly equivalent to Basgall and Hildebrandt's (1987)

Vollmers Phase of the Sacramento River Canyon, Nilsson's (1987) Component II for

the Ager Site in the northern end of Shasta Valley, Clewett and Sundahl's (1983)

"Middle" period for the Squaw Creek Site in northern Shasta County, and Sundahl and

Clewett's (1988) defined occupation at CA-Sis-888. Use of this shelter and its imme-
diate surroundings seems to be centered within an approximate time frame of 600 B.C.

to A.D. 750. There may be earlier use going back 4500 years. No cultural or natural

stratigraphic breaks are apparent to suggest more than one occupation period, although

bioturbation factors must be considered.

Utilization of this area may correspond with the beginning of a cooler, more mesic

period around 3500 years ago (see West 1987). Climatic change no doubt precipitated

changes in vegetation communities, water flow, and mammal distribution with conse-

quent, possibly subtle changes in hunting and gathering behavior and resultant land use

(cf. Sampson 1985: Fig. 4.1 for a more refined sequence). As such there may have been

a general shift downward in elevation, or a territorial expansion in important resources

such as large game herds. The Sheep Rock Shelter vicinity may have become attractive

at this time. However, this time interval closely corresponds with a hot-dry period just

prior to abandonment at Nightfire Island (Sampson 1985:Fig. 4.1). In this case, cool-dry

climate may have served as a detriment to sustained or even seasonal human use of the

area, possibly because ofchanges in vegetation and herd range. Final site abandonment,

as stated below, may have been a result ofrenewed cooling and its effects on the utilized

environment.

The recovered remains, while few, do suggest that utilization of this shelter was during

the spring and possibly summer, a time when the males hunted deer, antelope and

mountain sheep. A nearby shelter, CA-Sis-13, some 7 to 8 miles (12 km) distant, was

occupied during later prehistoric time and exhibits a broad dietary base with some
emphasis on mountain sheep hunting (Wallace and Taylor 1952). The women at Sheep

Rock Shelter probably also collected and processed various nuts, berries and seeds as

were available locally, but nowhere to the extent as indicated by the evidence at

CA-Sis-13. While Ca-Sis-13 may represent more intensified resource use during later

times, just as likely it might represent a site with more people and more use of summer
resources.

The picture provided from the excavation is, of course, quite incomplete, representing

perhaps 5% of the initial deposit. In addition, use of this location probably was
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extended to the open flats below the shelter and around the nearby spring, as well as

to an added nearby smaller shelter that exhibits midden. While the contemporaneity

of these various locations is unconfirmed, it seems reasonable to infer that there was

dispersed use around this spring by one group during this time period, although not

necessarily at all locations at once. It should be stated that the largest known sites within

the general vicinity are Pluto's Cave (CA-Sis-15) three miles (5 km) west and CA-Sis-

267 three miles (5 km) to the northwest. Regarding the former site, W.J. Wallace on

the 1950 site record quotes from John Muir's Mountains of California that many heads

and bones of wild sheep were noted among the remains of Indian campfires. While the

site has considerable (now highly plundered) deposits, its chronological placement has

not been determined. The site record by James Bennyhoff for CA-Sis-267, a large

Valley village by a spring, lists large and small obsidian points suggesting this site may
be contemporaneous (generally speaking) with the Sheep Rock Shelter. Larger sites in

the north Shasta Valley from middle and late prehistoric times (cf. Nilsson 1987; Nilsson

et al. 1989) also provide data for a more diversified economy.

On the basis of much larger sites nearby (including another rockshelter and possible

midden on the west side of Sheep Rock), all near springs, it would seem that the Sheep

Rock Shelter vicinity was a secondary use area. The mountain sheep habitat, for which

the mountain and shelter for good reason have been named, no doubt was an important

focus. However, mountain sheep hunting most likely was far from a full time pursuit.

McGuire's (1985:59-61) discussion of the settlement-subsistence patterns for the

relatively close Lower Klamath Lake area rings a consonant bell. In discussing Sheepy

East I, ascribed to winter antelope hunting and spring fishing, he finds this to be a

"collectors" field camp, "a temporary operation center for a task group" (Binford

1980: 10) in support of a larger village. This would appear to be the case at Sheep Rock

Shelter at an even more ephemeral level, although one alternative, the mobil forager

"where a group 'maps onto' resources through residential moves and adjustments in

group size" (Binford 1980:10), cannot be ruled out totally.

A significant question is what caused abandonment of site use? Was it overhunting

following the introduction of the bow and arrow, which provided a technological

advantage in large game procurement, or some other reason? No certain arrowpoints

were recovered from the site vicinity, so this detail with respect to the location must

remain hypothetical. It is apparent from Sampson's (1985:515-516) Nightfire Island

study that inter-group conflict was initiated about this time, and as noted in the

ethnographic section, continued into the contact period. This also happens to be a time

of apparent climatic cooling, both factors the may have disrupted subsistence-settle-

ment practices (cf. Sampson 1985:106). Abandonment may have occurred at this time

at Nightfire Island as well (Sampson 1985 :Fig. 4.1). There may have been further

consolidation ofgroups during this latest period, at sites such as CA-Sis-13, 15, and 267,

and not at CA-Sis-266. However, remains from those other sites suggest a continuation

of mountain sheep hunting (and other diversified subsistence activities).
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Nilsson (1985b:81) hypothesizes that CA-Sis-1088 to the north in the Little Shasta

River Canyon was used principally during the same time period as proposed for Sheep

Rock Shelter, but that use after A.D. 700 may have been more sporadic. In this respect,

we may be dealing with a pattern at least as wide as eastern Shasta Valley. It may even

be broader encompassing an area further east toward the Klamath Basin which not

coincidentally is approximate to the Shasta-Modoc historic boundary. Hence, it is

interesting that Wallace and Taylor (1952:33) found the archaeological remains (late

prehistoric) at CA-Sis-13 strongly hint "that the shelter people were intruders from the

east or northeast who came each year to hunt mountain sheep and perhaps to raid or

trade. It is, of course, equally plausible that they were Eastern Shasta strongly in-

fluenced by their neighbors across the mountains." Thus, we may be dealing with a

conflict area which led to abandonment of activities at CA-Sis-266 at the base of Sheep

Rock.

There is no evidence of trade from this site. Medicine Lake Highland's obsidian was

relatively close at hand and probably was procured directly. Site orientation was strictly

for shelter for several families during cool spring nights and perhaps warm summer
days. Here, in the shelter's vicinity, the occupants acquired local game and plant

resources, processed these foods, undertook limited tool manufacture, and maintained

equipment.

The future of Sheep Rock Shelter is uncertain. One protection sign within the shelter

has already been removed by vandals. Between 1982 and 1988 there was no new
excavation by relic collectors, probably because the apparent heart of the shelter

deposit is already gone. At this point management will be limited to a check every few

years or so to see if there has been any renewed looting of the remaining deposit.

Finally, to highlight a few fruitful future research directions for the vicinity, informa-

tion on past diet and biota exploitation should be considered particularly important.

Obviously, the refinement of a regional obsidian hydration dating curve would be

welcomed. Furthermore, a regional approach to understanding settlement-subsistence

strategies and group interaction is demanded. Site by site studies are important, too,

as would be the case at nearby CA-Sis-15 and CA-Sis-267, but an integrated regional

focus would be most productive. One can only hope that further regional studies can

add better resolution to the inferences presented above.
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The analysis of the debitage from CA-Sis-266 was formulated to determine the
linear steps in the lithic reduction process--i.e. , one preparatory step must,
of necessity, precede another, and these different preparatory steps are
characterized by diagnostic and/or relative amounts of certain categories of
debitage. There are a number of different lithic reduction models offered in

the lithic technological literature, but Collins' (1975) is one often cited.
Collins' model was formulated for bifacial reduction processes and its use for
other processes requires some adjustment.

The use of Collins' model for lithic reduction is appropriate in the
examination of the debitage from CA-Sis-266, with some modifications. The
model is composed of five steps: "Acquisition of Raw Material; Core
Preparation and Reduction; Optional Primary Trimming; Optional Secondary
Trimming and Shaping; Optional Maintenance/Modification." As stated earlier,
the steps are in a linear relationship, and each of the steps must proceed in

that order. Not all of the products produced will necessarily go through all

steps, since certain categories of debitage can be used for various purposes.
Each step is characterized by certain activity sets and they leave diagnostic
evidence. The first two steps are often combined, since core preparation and
initial reduction often take place at the quarry.

In a non-bifacial reduction process, such as blade or flake production, the

optional primary trimming step will usually produce the desired tool: for
example, knapping a scraper edge on a flake. A preform production is the

usual process. Secondary trimming and shaping may not be necessary in a

non-bifacial reduction process. Maintenance (resharpening), however, may well

be necessary.

One significant attribute that Collins does not seem to recognize is the
relative size of the debitage categories compared to each other. Patterson

(1983) has called attention to size as a determining factor in what stages of
bifacial reduction are present in an assemblage. A cursory survey of the

debitage collection revealed very few pieces above 2cm in size. Thus, to

control size, the types were divided into five relative size ranges-- i. e.

,

0-lcm, l-2cm, 2- 3cm, 3-5cm, and 5+cm. A lithic reduction process, by

definition, reduces a product in size, and size is thus an important
attribute. Size alone cannot be considered a good indicator, but as one
necessary attribute it must be considered within debitage categories. The

smallness of the debitage did not necessitate use of any larger size range.

Before the necessary debitage categories were chosen, the entire collection
was thoroughly examined. This procedure often reveals the salient thrusts of
the reduction process(es) present, and its significant features can be

illustrated by selected attributes.

The debitage categories recognized for this study are tertiary flakes,
cortical flakes, bifacial thinning flakes (BTFs), and chunks. They are

generally all recognized categories, although some need further explanation.
Flakes and BTFs are commonly recognized tertiary categories. A flake fragment

has only one snapped edge. They are usually divided into proximal, medial and

distal fragments. The chunks are small fragments of flakes that have been

broken by shock into thick, blocky, unrecognizable pieces. Chunks are often

confused with cores, except they do not have any complete negative bulbs of

percussion on the surface, particularly the proximal end of the scars.
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The analysis recorded the raw material types, but only from the perspective of
the knapper (i.e., silicates, obsidian, and basalt)

The lithic debitage from CA-Sis-266 (Unit A and surface) is composed of only
145 specimens. Such a small sample often precludes a definitive assessment of
the evidence for the lithic reduction stages present on the site. However, if

the lithic debitage is strongly composed of one diagnostic debitage type, then
the problem of determining what lithic reduction stages were practiced on the
site becomes easier.

The collection is composed almost solely of obsidian. Tertiary flakes
comprise 18 percent, fragments 52 percent, BTFs 28 percent, and chunks 2

percent. The cortical element is lacking. A number of the flake fragments
are probably BTFs with shattered butts, since many are small, thin, arched,
and have a dorsal scar pattern like the BTFs. Hard and soft hammer percussion
often shatters the butts of such flakes during the thinning process. The
equation of the BTFs and flake fragments together is also supported by the

equally small size of both--i.e., in both categories. Eighty percent of each
is under 1cm in size. Such small sizes in bifacial reduction are indicative
of final shaping and edge maintenance.

TABLE 4

DEBITAGE CATEGORIES: CA-Sis-266 (Unit A and Surface)

Tertiary Flakes 26

Cortical Flakes
Flake Fragments 76

BTFs 41

Chunks 2

TOTAL 145

The small number of artifacts found and the small ness of the debitage, with i

strong representation of BTFs, suggest a camp where only projectile points

were resharpened. The lack of any cortical element is probable evidence for

the lack of any final shaping of preforms into points on the site, since

preforms often have some cortex left on them. Moreover, the reduction of a

preform into a point will produce more debitage than is present.
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Unit 0-10cm

TABLE 5

Debitage Frequencies: CA-Sis-266

10-20cm 20-30cm 30-40cm 40-50cm 50-60cm TOTAL

A 2 17 44 61 15 139

B 3 3 29 28* 25** 90

Surface 6

Pothunter 1

Backdirt
s

131***

TOTALS 46 72 86 15 228/366

* 1 chalcedony, 1 basalt
** 1 chalcedony
*** 1 red chert, 1 red obsidian
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Examination of Deposits from Archeological

Sites HPL/52 and Sis-266 for Pollen

P.O. //CA-030-1-P- 1-12-243

G. James West

Brienes, West and Schulz

Introduction

Six soil samples from HPL/52 and one sample from Sis-266 were

examined for the presence of pollen. The samples from HPL/52 ranged

from surface to 20-30 cm below datum. The sample from Sis-266 was from

a hearth area.

Methods

The samples were processed by the methods outlined by Mehringer

(1967). Examination was made with a Nikon Labophot Phase contrast

microscope at 400x and 630x. Slides and sample vials are stored at

the University of California, Davis. Identifications are based on

comparisons with type slides made from herbarium collections at UCD and

UCB.

Results

Well preserved pollen was present in the sample from Sis-266,

unit B, 20-30 cm, hearth area. Wood charcoal is very abundant. The

following pollen types were noted: pine, fir, douglas fir, eriognum,

Plantago, low-spine compositae, sage, Rhus, gilia, grass, oak and alder.

Pine is the most abundant type and thirteen clumps of pine pollen were

counted (count sheet attached).
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With the exception of the surface sample, the samples from HPL/52

have only a few poorly preserved grains. No pollen was observed in

HPL/52 03, 10-15 cm b.d. Oak pollen was the most common type in

HPL/52 #1, 0-5 cm. High and low-spine compositae, TCT, pine and gilia

were also identified in the 0-5 cm level. The surface sample contained

a wide variety of pollen types, including E rod i urn , probably an introduced

species, and walnut (count sheet attached). The walnut pollen is most

likely derived from planted trees.

Discussion

The poor pollen preservation in samples from HPL/52 precludes any

significant conclusions regarding past environments, climates or

.
subsistence patterns.

The sample from Sis-266, while containing sufficient pollen for

counting, cannot be interpreted further at this time since nothing is

known by this author regarding the location of the site, its age, or

environmental setting. It is possible to suggest, however, that the

clumps of pine pollen might indicate that a hearth (?) fire occurred

during the spring when pollination was about to begin. No subsistence

resources could be confirmed from the pollen present.
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TABLE 6

CA- Sis- 266
POLLEN COUNTS - UNIT B (Hearth)

POLLEN TYPES

Pinus
Total

1/3's

101*

(18)

Picea/
Abies

K?)
/3

TCT 2

Quercus 1

Alnus 2

TOTAL AP 113

Rhamnaceae 1

Rhus 1

<o Artemisia
•<- High Spine
o Low Spine
i" Liguli florae
o Graminae

1

5

6

Eriogonum 3

Gil ia 1

Plantago 1

Undiff. 22

TOTAL 154

Total NAP 19

*13 "clumps" of pine pollen

Counts By: G.J. West 9/18/83
Nikon Labophot, Phase contrast
400x, brightfield 630x Aquamount
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Sonoma State University

Academic Foundation, Inc.

*&<•
ANTHROPOLOGICAL STUDIES CENTER W
CULTURAL RESOURCES FACILITY
707 664-2381

Dr. Eric W. Ritter June 27, 1983
Bureau of Land Management
Redding District Office
355 Hemstead Drive
Redding, CA 96002

Dear Eric:

Enclosed please find xerox copies of two data sheets detailing the
results of x-ray fluorescence analysis of 36 obsidian specimens from Sis-440,
Sis-864 and Sis-266. The analysis was completed pursuant to B.L.M. Order Mos.

CA-030-PH2-218 and 244 and Sonoma State University Academic Foundation, Inc.

Account 6081-A1, Job 1476.

The analysis was undertaken at the Department of Geology and Geophysics,
University of California, Berkeley, on a Spectrace 440 (United Scientific
Corporation) energy dispersive x-ray fluorescence machine equipped with a 57 2

power supply (50 kV, 1 mA) , 534-1 pulsed tube control, 514 pulse processor,
588 bias/protection module, Tracor Northern 1221 100 mHz ADC, Tracor Northern
2000 computer based analyzer, an Rh x-ray tube and a Si(Li) solid state
detector with 142 eV resolution (FWHM) at 5.9 keV in a 30 mm2 area. The x-ray
tube was operated at 30.0 kV, .40 mA pulsed, with a .04 mm Rh primary beam
filter in an air path at 200 seconds livetime. All trace element values in

the accompanying tables are expressed in parts per million.

Of 36 archaeological specimens submitted for analysis, two (864-42 and
864-283) specimens match the Spodue Mountain, Oregon trace element profile,
one artifact (864-203) was manufactured from obsidian of the Buck Mountain
geochemical type in the Warner Mountains, and one tiny specimen (266-PB) of

red obsidian could not be matched with any of the standards presently in my
source inventory file. However, the extremely small physical size of this

artifact precludes a secure source correlation by x-ray fluorescence unless
the counting time in increased markedly. I would be willing to do this for

you in the future if you wish. The remaining 32 artifacts were manufactured
from obsidian of the Grasshopper Flat/Lost Iron Well/Red Switchback
geochemical type in the Medicine Lake Highland volcanic field.

I hope this information will assist you in your analysis this material.
If I can be of further assistance, please contact me.

Sincerely,

Richard E. Hughes, Ph.D.

Senior Research Archaeologist
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ANALYSIS OF OBSIDIAN HYDRATION ON ARCHAEOLOGICAL SPECIMENS
FROM SISKYOU COUNTY SITES

by

PL J. Jackson
Depart merit of Anthropology

i
er s 1 1 y o f C a I i forn i a ,, Da v i

(1983)

INTRODUCTION

Obsidian hydration is becoming an established and valued

method for determining the ages of obsidian art 1

f

actE. Resea leh

on obsidian hyc nation a?:: a phronometric too: is; barely Fifteen

years old, &r<c the physical process of obsidian hydration

still poorly understood* Consequently, methods of rierivinc

accurate absolute dates have not been fully developed* A

relative:. y detailed overview of the historical development o*

obsidian hydration as a dating technique has leen offeree! yj

M i ch e 1 s and "•" s < :< n c (1980).

IdE HYDRATION PHENOMENA

All glasses (natural arid art tficial) are thermo \y v imical

unstable and undergo progressive alteration thi «u
i the

\

ai

absorption of mo: si are from the environmerit (soil <;
r c

atmosphere)* Rhyoiitic obsidian, the most abundant ; irm

natural class, contains about 0.1 to 0.9 percent water by we: hi

as derived from bhe carent magma. After cooling, molecular watt '

is incorporated into the obsidian from its surface, advan ini

into the obsidian as a gradient of concentration which

der i

icate< iy a diffusion front. '
rhe water r

i ntent >f

nydrated lavei increases tenfold, reaching approximate! '
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oereent by weight. This increased water content changes both ! ie

density anc4 the vol.

u

me of the hyd rated layer,, fin increases :. n

density raises the index ::;<f refraction, while an increase in

volume produces mechanical strain at the interface between the

layer of absorbed water arid the nonhydrated interior of the

obsidian, resulting in an optical effect called birefringence

(the power of double refraction). It is the strain— produce*

birefringence ano the higher- index of refraction ha 'I

ui i cros

c

o p i c a 1 1 y d :i f feren t i at e t h e hydrated f r om t h e un a 3 1 e i- e c;

o b s i d i an.

Doorly understood variable';;; that ^\ff(act the rate of obsi< an

n y c v" a 1 3. on i i
r

i c .:. u a e :: a t mo son eric temperature, cher ea 3 corn dos ;i t 'i. c

the most important of these appears to he chemical compos ih on,,

Determination of ceo logic sources from which obsidian derive 1
;;

the f i rs t i m por t ant s t e p i n c on t r o 1 1 :i. n g for a n c uncler s t a nd .i v i ;:•

differences in Tyd^at i on rates cup to chemi ca! variabi i

(Taylor 1976,, Ericson .1.977)., Several oxides have als '

identified as pi ay in c important roles in ret arc : r : or encou r inn

hydration, and current study incorporating these variable; into

physical model formulations for hydration raft;-;, is prori

(Friedman ar.c Lone 976. Micheis are Tseng 98*7', Hughes 198;

Temperature also appears to be a significant affective vari as

in the rate of hydration. yet regional ambient a tern pel al e

have not been incoroorated into hydration rate formula -1

While many stumblini: blocks must still be overcome, sign: ' ii n

ao vances in our understanding have ceer made, There is, howev
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great potential for increasing our understanding of this proces

which may result in more refined applications z*f bhis da't in

method. Despi e ne ::»' ::<hlems yet to be overc ot, Lan

h y ri r at i on c o n t i n u es b o be o f great va 1 ue i n c i sce r n i n g p a 1 1em s

of prehistoric human occupation. Further refinemen in

understanding of affective variables is requires before obi- i> Lar,

hydration can ds considered an accurate absolute dating method.,

Fo v idore co en p 3 e t e and t e c h n i ca d i scussions o f o b s a ;:
:

:i a

n

hydration, the reader is referred to Clar !-< (.1964), Ericson

(:i.977) c i^ichels and Bebrich (1971), Taylor (1976), ^ichels ore

Tseng (1980), a 'id hes (19S2K

Obsidiar hydration analysis car! presently be us sy

ar c h ae o I o g i s t s t o a d dre= s spec i f :i. c c uest :i. on s, re 1 at i n g t o t n

e

integrity of prehistoric site deposits and other intrasite

relationships including artifact reuse, resharpening, and the

reconstruction of prehistoric tool assemblages.

METHODS

Gbsid ian recovered duri n
;; :

arch aeo log ical invest i gat ions

selectee Siskyou County sites by Bureau of Land management

personnel was submitted for obsidian hydration analysis during

the month of P.unust 1983. The ore cared specimen slices are

curat ed at the University of California, Davis Dosidian Hydratioi

Laboratory under specimen accession numbers UCD S767"-£6«Zi£.

D ur i n v the i. n i t i a 1 ph a s e o f preoarat i on , an a p pro p i
-

:i ? t e

section of each artifact is se].ected for examination. r h<

local i. on of this section is determined by the morphology, suril

and potent La 3 of each location for yield inn valua 1 (
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' •, Two o jraile: cuts are made i nto the erine ''":

each specimen, using a 0.4 mm-thick, diamond impregnated,

lapidary saw blade, powered by a motor turning at approximately

360$ rpm„ The cuts isolate a wedge which is approximately one

millimeter thick., The wedge is then removed from the art i far 'I

ar:d trie freshly cut, exposed face'::;, of the wedge ar^ ground in

slurry of 600 grade,, optical—quality corundum abrasive on flat

plate glass. Initial grinding is designed to remove the saw s • e s

f ro rn t h e -Faces o f t h e a r t i f ac t pot en t i a 1 1 y co n t a i n :i n g a r

,

he obsidian wedge is then affixed to a flat

microscope specimen slide with Lakeside cement,

final thickness of 3©--50 microns. The end product

e x t reme 1 y t h i n cro s s -••sec t i on o f t h e o u t er face s o f t h e a r t :i. fa c t .

h y d r a t i o ?
-

i 1 a ye v

avic orounc to a

B 3 )'
i

he slide is mounted on a petropraahi c microscope fitted w i r

cross-polarizing filter and quartz I-IV/gypsum filter. Tne

f i 1 1 er m a x i m i z e s t h e v i s u a 1 con t r a in; t between t h e i y d r at ed a n d

unaltered layers., and provides a valuable confirmation that an

optica] aberration is not being misconstrued as an hydration

laver „ T h e e d g e o F t h e o b s i d :i. an t h i n- sec t i on : sn sc

.

::
\ nned u n d e r a

magnification of 500X or 1250X -

. when a clearly defined an<::

re ore <s e n t a t i ve h y c r a t i on ban d i s A d en t i f 1 ed ., t; h e sect i on

centered in the optical field to minimise any parallax effect

from the f ilar screw micrometer eyepiece, which is usei

measure the thickness of the hydration band t • .1. /10th of a

micron.. H minimum of eight readings av-e taken (four each f'ron

two sides of the thin—section), and the resulting values at

entered into a computer"- program designed to calculate the mean

arid standard deviation for *a&c->, edge of the spec :i nen, base: 1
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four readings ea ; The program then performs a two-tai le<: ,

ci i f ference o f me a n s t -1 est o ri reac i n g s fro ro t wo s :i. cl es a r
i

d

determines the statistical probability that the two values (sets

of micron readings) represent the same or different h ydrat .i

thicknesses- Sigv ficantly different readings on the same

specimen may reflect aspects of the artifact' s history.

Differential bands can result from artifact reuse after long

periods of abandonment- The 'scavenging' or 'recycling' of

obsidian deb it ace for more recent stone tool manufactui i .

prehistoric curat i or :>f obsidian implements, anc the history of

tool breakage cbt\ aisc be revealed through obsidian hydrat

i

analysis.

DISCUSSION

The raw data derived from the obsidian hydration analysis i.

s

presented in appendec data tables.

'J 1 1 1 rn a t e 1 y . i nt er a r e t a t i on o f nycr^a t i on data s h o u 1 d •
<-

relegated to the researcher <s) most familiar with the physical

circumstances of archaeoioni cl deposits, but a few commen r

concerning the v-a :,:e of Hydration for specific obsidian sources

and the most appropriate way to view obsidian hydration data are

in order.

The most common obsidian source at the site ^'po^ars to be

Grasshopper Flat/Lost Iron Well/Red Switchback, occurring in she

Medic i ne L a ke H i g !~> 1 and s vo 1 can i e c om p 1 e x . Unfo r t unat e 3. y , b I- 1 e

hydration rate for obsidian from this source is poor!}

un d e r s t o o d „ Em p

:

: r i ca 3. a rch aeo 3 o g i ca i d at a for h y d r a t i on rate

determination on these sources is extremely limited, an<
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rae iocarbon data " "s not reported., ru^heE (.1.932) rs; ent

conducted chemical analyses on these 1 sources and applied tne

resulting cat a to a consideration of the possible hydration rate,

deriving a 'chemical index' incorporated into a modifie?d

diffusion model orocosed by Friedman and Long (1976). Hughes

(i3S£sifl£) determined that hydration in the £. 3.0 micron rani (=

sh o u 1 d e q u a t e w i t h i 3 ••- 6001/) yea r s of a g e for Grass h o p oer F '!

and Lost Iron Wells obsidian. Hughes cat a suggest that these

sources should hydrate at extremely slow rates.

The most extensively studied hydration rates for obsidian in

Nor t h ern Ca 1 i f o rn :. a ( No r t h Coast Ranges) an? 1 h ose f or t h e G lea

r

Lake sources of Borax Lake anc Mount Konoct i (Weigh an and Fayr^ 1 '-

1968, 1970: Ericson 1977; Kaufman 1980). Desn:ite these

investigations, acceptable source—specific rates have yet to be

d e v e 1 o oed (Ka u f m a n 1980:67)

„

Recent obsidian hydration studies in the North Coast Ranee;;

(Jackson 19S3) involved specimens f^ow. both the Clear Lake

sources arte, the Medicine Lake Highlands complex. The analysis

concluded that the Clear : are. particularly Mount Konoct .

obsidian and the Grasshonoer Flat/Lost Iron Wells/Red Bwitchbac i

sources hydrate at very roughly the same rate, if the hydration

data reflect site occupation accurately. Clearly the

hypothetical rate ^resented by Hugnes (198£) a^\0 eompar L« >n of

empirical oat a from this source to better understood sources

reveals a discrepancy. Empirical data indicate that

Grasshooper Flat /Lost Iron Weils/Red Switchback sources do

hydrate as slowly as the 'chemical index 5 incor •

'. b i
P'fuslon
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mode? 'i. would sungest. It is possible (though unlikely) thai

differences in temperature between the Redding ar&a (noon which

the rate was predicated), and the study area, could account for

the discrepancy, but until more data are accumulated the

h y d ra t i on r at e fo r Gr ass h o p per ~ 1 a t / Lo s t I ron Well/ Re d Bw :i. t c -, ba <

obsidian should be considered unknown. fhe Cft—SIS—864 da 1

i

can be used to determine the relative temooral range of site

occupation, its complexity, etc. occupation, however.

Examination of the hydration data reveals a &ene; aj ( usterinc; of

the data between £'.5 a^.c 4.7 microns, with a mean of 3.9 microns.

In fact. all but four of the IS hydration specimens yielded

values greater than 3.7 microns. These cat a indicate that .)

major use of the site may nave occurred during a restricted t i m<

period, and S) the occupation probably occurred several thousand

VE^r" ago, a] most certainly prior to fi. D. Cf the Grassnoope'"

Flat /Lost Iron Wells/Red Switchback sources hydrate at rough! y

the same rate as Mount Konocti, then an age estimate oir 4®00—500 >ZI

years B. P. for major- site use is not unreasonable., under bhe

d i f f u s i o n model for Konoc t i ( Er i cson 977:67). Eve n :;. f t '"

i e

Medicine Lake Highlands sources hydrate as rapidly as does Mao

a

Glass Mountain obsidian, which does not appear to oe the case, a

time depth of over 3000 years is i r,-d ' cat eel ,.

With regard to the remaining s sec i mens from three sites in

S i s kyo u Co u n t y , t h ere are t oo few hydra t i o n re a d '. r i g <s t o d i sc us s

without greater knowledge of archaeo logical contexts, THOUGH C -

SIS- -566 does appear to contain considerably ancient

arc h ae o 1 o p i c a 1. m ate v- i. a I s „
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EXPLANATION OF OBSIDIAN HYDRATION CATALOGUE INFORMATION AND PROCEDURES

CATALOGUE DATA

The OHL # denotes the Obsidian Hydration Laboratory Number,
assigned to each specimen. Correspondence or questions concerning
specific hydration specimens should refer to the OHL # 1f possible, as
data are stored according to this number.

CATALOG # refers to the designation assigned to each artifact by
the archaeologist or agency submitting the artlfact(s) for obsidian
hydration analysis.

DESCRIPTION

The artifacts submitted for obsidian hydrtalon analysis are briefly
described in the DESCRIPTION column. The name of each Item 1s first
listed, further described by an adjective. Projectile point types are
named only when type designations are unambiguous, but are otherwise
described 1n terms of a major morphological attribute such as "corner-
notched" or "side-notched".

HYDRATION DATA

The Edge 1+2 column lists the separate mean values of the two
examined edges, four readings being obtained for each edge. The standard
deviation of the readings from each edge are also listed, but have been
rounded to the nearest tenth micron. While there 1s a recognized
Inherent reading error of 0.2 microns, the standard deviation lists the
actual deviation of readings.

A difference of means t-test is performed on the data from the two
edges of each specimen, to test the hypotheses that the two edges
contain significantly different hydration thicknesses (p>3.707). It Is
assumed that readings are taken randomly along each edge, though this 1s
often prevented by physical circumstances. Variance on readings from
both faces of each artifact are pooled 1n the t-test determination, and
the hypothesis is confirmed at the .01 level under six degrees of
freedom. A critical values table for t-distr1but1ons Indicates the
strength or distance of test results from confirmation of the
hypothesis. This distance has been used as a basis for determining the
manner of further data manipulation and reporting. For instance, 1f the
V value resulting from the t-test exceeds 0.1, the two edges are
regarded as representing the same period of manufacture. "

These
decisions are reported 1n two locations: 1) directly beneath the results
of the t-test, described in terms of whether or not the edges are the
same (edges»), different, or undetermined (dlff.or*?), and 2) right and
adjacent to the t-test results, described 1n terms of whether the values
represent one hydration band or two different bands.

If 1t is determined that only one hydration thickness 1s
represented, all eight readings are averaged and a standard deviation
for the group derived and reported.
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COMMENTS

u

Comments pertain to qualities of the thin section and hydration
'rind

1

or band. In some Instances hydration can be observed on only one
face of an artifact, listed as "ONE EDGE ONLY". Hydration data are
manipulated and reported accordingly. Other comments 11st the general
quality and clarity of the examined edges (GOOD, FAIR, POOR). The
comment "RECUT" indicates that more than one thin section was prepared
for some reason. Still other comments refer to specific qualities of the
hydration bands, such as "HIGHLY VARIABLE", "IRREGULAR", or
"DISCONTINUOUS". In certain Instances, 1t 1s possible to obtain
hydration readings from three different edges of an artifact, and when
this possibility 1s encountered, readings are taken from the two most
dissimilar edges, and a comment to the effect that three edges may
exhibit hydration is made. Particularly small, difficult to prepare
specimens are also noted. The boundary between hydra ted and unaltered
obsidian layer (diffusion front) 1s sometimes unclear, and noted as
"DIFFUS. FRONT VAGUE".

OBSIDIAN SOURCE

The geographic/geologic origin of the obsidian under study 1s
listed 1n the last column of the catalogue. Source Information 1s
normally listed only if the specimens have been subjected to chemical or
trace element analysis. In unusual circumstances, source Information
may be listed 1f repHcable, tested means of source determination are
employed.
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TABLE 8

SL'BMIT

Di i. L«

U. C. DflVIS OBSIDIAN HYDRATION CATALOGUE
S BKVDU COUNTY STIES

FED BY; rw. ERIC RITTER, EL* hLjGJS" 1983

TECHNICIAN: R,J. JACKSON tfAGNIFICATION-500/1258 REST'S Craicrons) 2\ 6 READ.N5S. 4 PER EDGE

CfiTflLOSUE DATA i PROVENIENCE i DESCSI^~I2N ! HYDRATION DATA COUNTS I QBS:2IP\

:-":> catalog # i site, area -ame.tyoe i edce i*£ : t-test i MEfliV—all i Quality, problems ' SC'J^CE

2767 864-j23 CA-SIS-S64 r _AKE 4. S t-

V;?E !? £?.« GD3E-!*3B: r !ED 4.5 *

li/bu ebt-it.j

:^er:

4.3 +
4.3 A -

p}.2 ONE BAND ONE EDGE ONLY GRASSHOPPER FLAT

scces = 4.7 *~.2

i edces

ONE BAND

4, 3 +-. 3

3RASSHDPPER FLA"

3769 53^-43 CA-SIS-S6i EI'hCE 3.7 +

SHOULDERED 3.7 t-

3 a). 9 ONE BAND DISCONTINUOUS

2 scces = 2.7 +-.2 D\3 2DE2 CO
SP3DLI

yT
N

2778 864-232 CA-SIS-&64 FLAKE 4.8 +-

INTERIOR 4. i
«~

?}.i 3NE BP.ND

edces = 4,£ +-«

!

GRASSHOPPER ". -
T

2771 5E^-I-82 2A-SIS-S64 BIFACE
r WS*£N!

3,9 +

3.9

2 p) . 5 ONE BAND

4 edaes = 3.9 +-.3 ONE 2DG2 G LV

r -,-,r,i r *-

'72 864-197 0A-SIS-B64 FLAKE 4.6 + -

INTE.RIOR 4.6 *-

:).9 ONE BAND

icqss - 4.6 +-, i

grasshdp^ fla
1

2773 864-415 2fi-SIS-8£4 FLAKE 4.6 +-

INTERIOR 4.5 +- ec:es

3KE &P.KD

4.5 +-,c

GRASBHC''PER FLAT

2774 864-233 CA-SIS-S64 LHKt 3. *t +"

DGE-^ED: r IED 3.5 +
p},:j j/ . j

ecces =

ONE BAND

3,4 +-.;

PLC < r

I

2J11 664-:B3 "fl-SIS-864 r.AKS

[N
T
ER;QR A, / +• 2 erfqes =

ONE BAND

3.3 +-.£

BRASS <C'-2R FLfli

77a 564-^3 -884 R_flKE

>.4 2 =c;eE

jNE BAND

2. a +-.c

B64-i3: i, ^ +•-

eco-ss -

ONE BAND

4.3 +-.;

BRASS

.-i-MSrSM ::. poin @.$

:£-N0T^EE 0.2

D) .
'3 JNREfiDPSLE

r.~ r .~. rR0N:T vS3.;

3RASSH0PPER *.-"

: : 664-522 l --;.-'-:'.• • P |
f- -;__

4.

4

*-,3

-
'

=

T'-" BA? r

4.4 4-,2

'_':'_' - - - -

3:762 364-163 lA-SIG-654 "LAKE 4.8 -
. 2

-'•
f ONE B'PVD 3RA5G ! Fu-

"
V "'

' "

"

4/3 + . 2 edge; = 4.S --.

:

2761 864-39 CA~SIE -8£''J BiroCE 2.9 +-
r 2

c
3NE BAND

- n • r - * -

-".weyEN7 '
. ?

i -.:• ec^es
- u

« t
1

* :m edge .

~.~u
'

88^-5^ CA-S.IS-864
_

' I 3.9 4 ;

:) -9 DXE SANE r
r '

:
"

' "
:

I*."ERICS 3.

9

+~ "' ec.es = 3.9 •- ,:

BE4-386 _> '..-

'

"2" - y .-J:.-.iJ 4. :
•-.

; scges

JNE BAfc3

4.1 *-.!
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LLC. DAVIS OBSIDIAN HYDRATION CATALOGUE
SISKYOU COUNTY SI"!

SUBMITTED BY: DR. ERIC RI"
T
ER, BL»i BUSUST 1933

G.H.L. TECHNICIAN: R.J- JACKSON MflGNIFICfiTION-588/1258 RESULTS (Microns) ON fl READINGS, 4 PER EDS:

Dfi
TALGGUE DfiT« PROVENIENCE i DESCRIPTION ! HYDRATION DATA

\ COMMENTS I OBSIDIAN I

:hl* i catalog 4 ; site, area name, type ; edge 1*2
i t-tes: ! MEAN-all I Duality, problems I SOURCE

2764 B64-385 CA-SI5-5E4 PROJ. POINT 4.1+-.1 d>.5 ONE BAND DISCONTINUOUS

SIDE-NOTCHED 4. i +-. 1 edoes = 4. i — . I ONE EDGE ONLY

GRASSHOPPER FLAT

£785 864-41 Cfl-SIS-854 PROJ. PCI

N

T
3.8 +-.3 ?>.9 ONE BAND

SIDE-NOTCHED 3.0 +-.4 edces = 3.0 +-.I

GRASSHOPPER FLAT

2766 664-416 CP-SIS-S&a FLAKE

interior 4.4 t-

pt.Wl 2 BANDS

different (edae 1+2)

GRASSHOPPER FLA7

2737 75-21-1

N5NSSE 58

BIFflCE £.6 +-.1 pU 2 BANDS"

2.4 +-J ec:es = 2.5 +-.2

GRASSHOPPER FL«

2768 5IS-440A Cfi-SIS-448 BI^PCE

PRIVATE <_D

1.2 +-.2 p). 9

1.2 +-. 1 ec'csE

ONE BAND

1.2 +-.

.

GRASSHOPPER -^

2769 SIS-266A

20-30cm
CA-SIS-266 "lAKE

UNIT B INTERIOR

2.5 +-.2 a (.0-21 2 BANDS

2.4 +-,] different (edae 1+2) VflRIflBL

^ T>

27S& SIS-446A CR-SIS-44E. FLAKE 5.1 +-.1 p}.S ONE BAND

CEl B-3 INTERIOR 5.:.*-.! edges = 5.1 +-.1 ONE EDGE CNL V

GRASSHOPPER ~J~

GRASSHOPPER CLA
T

•91 SIS-266A CA-SIS-266 BIFftCE

WDRftT DEN FRflBMENT

3. 1 +-. 2 p) .4 ONE BAND

3.0 +-.
:; edges = 3.8 *~.2

GRASSHOPPER FLA1

1792 SIS-2SSC CA-SIS-26E PROJ. POIN
-

8.8 s).9

&QCK-CAVE SIDE-NOTCHED 8.0 NO HYDRATION SEEN

GRASSHOPPER FLA"!

1733 SI5-266D

30- 40cm
CA-SIS-266 BIFACE

UNIT B FRAGMENT

, 7 +-. 2 d) . 1 ONE BAND

,5 *-.
:. ec-es = 2.6 +-.£

GRASSHOPOES FlAT

:794 SIS-2&SE CA-SIS-266 PROJ. POINT

MR SPRING FRAGMENT j.

-. 1 p) . 2 ONE BAND

-.3 sdqes = 3.4 +-.2

GRASSHOPPER F~A7

279! SIS-440B ca-sig-448 flake

cell e-2 interior

3.6 x-.3 p).9

3. B +-. 3 edoes

ONE BAND

3.8 +-.2 VARIPBL

GRASSHOPPER lAI

2796 SI5-448C Cft-SIS-448 cuP.4E

UNIT fl-8 INTERIOR

4,7 +-.2 d),9 ONE BAND VARIABLE

4.7 —.2 edces = 4.7 +-.2 ONE EDGE ONLY

SRPSS-O^PER "LPT

2797 SIS-448D Cfl-SIS-448

UNIT o-fj

-LHftfc

INTERIOR

7. 2 +-. 2 p} . 5

7.3 +-.3 edces =

ONE BAND

7.3 +-.3

1798 SIS-2&6F CA-SIS-266 r.PKE 3.3 +-.2 p>.9 ONE BAND

30- 40cm UNIT A INTERIOR 3.8 +-.2 ednes = 3.0 +-.£

GRASSHOPPER -'^'

GRASSHC'^ER c '..0
7

2799 SIS-265G

20- 30cm LNIT A

5.3 +-.4 p}.9

EDGE-*GDI r IED 5.3 +-,4 edces

ONE BAND VARIABLE GRASSHOPPER FLfil

5.3 +-.4 D"Fj5. FRONT VAGUE

;S88 BI5-2ES-' CP-SIS-2S6 FLAKE 5.2 *-.

30-40cm UNIT B EDGE-MODIFIED 5.5 +-.

p(.«5 2 BANDS"

c;ff.or=? 5.4 *-.

GRASSHOPPER "L°
T
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LLC. -'AVIS OBSIDIAN HYDRATION CATALOGUE
c j 3KY0! .,.-. rES

J3*>I~"~D 3V; Z?.< ERIC *-""_"., .-'..

'

QU'rUS"" 1533

,-,.,
r
ECH*ICIfiAii R, J,

.'"""_:.
f»;SG:v

I

T
I Cfi~ 1 0N-5yJ'?7 1258 RESULT: : :•*<?.) _' 3 jEPjInGB, " : :

J

CPTflLOSiE DATA PROVENIENCE DESCRIPTION • HYDRATION Dffo KWEN7S ! OBEIDIV

shi* catalog I* I site-. a v,e* nane, type : edge !*•£ ' t-tes 7
; ^cAM-all ! duality, srohlems 50'JRCi!

2S8i ?:s-2ee: ca-sis-sss r.?.-',e *.g +-.'• p>.j d^e ppnd e^E'S'-^pe- -.>

40-50cm UNIT S IffESIDR 3.7 +-.2 ecces = 2,8 +-.2

2B82 SIS-440E Ch-SIS-w FLfiKE 2.0 +-.2 sL9 O^E BfiND SWSSHWEl T
Lf

UNIT C-1S INTERIOR 2.0 +-. £ ezzes - £.0 *-.2 D\I IDS" 0\LY
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APPENDIX 5

Radiocarbon Date

By

John Noakes
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CENTER FOR APPLIED ISOTOPE STUDIES

THE UNIVERSITY OF GEORGIA CAIS BUILDING
120 RIVERBENO ROAD

ATHENS, GEORGIA 30605
(404) 542-1393

November 11, 1982

Eric W. Ritter
Bureau of Land Management
355 Hemsted Drive
Redding, CA 96002

Dear Mr. Ritter:

The radiocarbon dating of your sample which was submitted 11/12/82
has been completed and the date is enclosed with this letter along with
a form requesting further descriptive information and your comments on

the date. The invoice (D- 1099) is being sent under separate cover to the

Bureau of Land Management office.

If you have questions concerning any of the enclosed information
please contact our geochronology laboratory.

Sincerely,

John Noakes, Director
Center for Applied Isotope Studies

cm

Enc: UGa-4639

Info, sheet
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Center tor Applied Isotope Studios

CAIS Building
I I'll Riverbend Road

University of Georgia
Athens, GA 30605

November 5, 1982

Mr. Eric R i 1 1 e r

Regarding Radiocarbon date. UGa - 4*639

Your Identification :

CA-Sis-2&6

Radiocarbon Date : 1235+ 60 B.P

A . :) . 715

No correction factors applied
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DENVER FEDERAL CENTER
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OAYIORD PRMTEDNU&A

Pictograph from CA-Sis-22 ( Reproduced from Robert Heizer and William Clewlow's

Prehistoric Rock Art of California 1973)




